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The MyQ embedded client is not only
meant for authentication and to maintain
user/group rights for certain MFP features,
but it also makes easy scanning possible. In
a MyQ client a button can be set up to scan
document to the user's e-mail address or
home folder, with predefined scan settings,
making one-click scan possible. If a more
advanced scan process is required, the MyQ
button (or to be precise, the terminal
action) can be set up so that it shows a
dropdown box containing values from
MyQ's code book. The document can also
be sent to e-mail or uploaded to a network
folder or cloud storage.

Advanced OCR & Workflow
What if a user wants to apply image enhancement, or OCR, or read barcode, or send a document to
a destination that is not available in MyQ as destination type? For example, an accounting
application or a DMS. Using Kyocera Net Manager, ScannerVision and Advanced OCR & Workflow
technology, the scan process can pass any metadata to ScannerVision. This include the document
metadata gathered from the form fields that can be filled in by the user, and the user information
itself. ScannerVision can be utilized to apply OCR to the document, and to send the document to a
destination originally not supported by KNM. With Advanced OCR & Workflow, the capabilities of
KNM is greatly expanded, making more complex scan workflows possible.
MyQ & ScannerVision advantage
Is there an advantage of using ScannerVision's own client
instead of a terminal action in MyQ/KNM? Yes. In
ScannerVision client offers bidirectional communication with
the destinations. For example, when sending a document to a
CRM or ERP, the user might want to select a customer from a
list that is fully up to date. This means that the list should be
generated when the user is initiating the scan process. To make
this possible, a "live" connection with the destination is
required. This is possible in the ScannerVision client, but not in
MyQ client. This would also mean that a user might have to
switch between MyQ and ScannerVision clients on the MFP to
do certain tasks, which is not very effective.
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More efficient solution – MyQ Smart Workflows
MyQ and ScannerVision proudly present the new integrated solution – MyQ Smart Workflows.
With this every feature that is available on a ScannerVision workflow when using the
ScannerVision client, is now also possible on the MyQ client. This is done by creating a new type
of terminal action, which can be linked to an existing ScannerVision workflow. All questions that
are configured in the workflow will now be shown on the MyQ client automatically. With this
MyQ can fully utilize all available ScannerVision connectors, and their bidirectional capabilities.
The form shown by the terminal action is synced with the ScannerVision workflow, so that every
changes in ScannerVision will be reflected automatically in MyQ. No need to manually
reconfigure each question. And thanks to Aivika, it is also possible to configure a scan workflow
and publish it to all MyQ clients and Aivika desktop clients with only a few easy steps.

Benefits at a glance:
-

-

-

Single point of workflow configuration. MyQ
generates the workflow questions automatically.
Tighter integration and work more effectively. No
need to switch between clients anymore.
Shorter deployment and less management. Only
one client needs to be installed and configured
on the MFP.
A simpler Single Sign On. MyQ now sends the
user information to ScannerVision automatically
with every scan.
Users synchronization between MyQ and
ScannerVision (future version).
Higher compatibility. Every MFP that runs MyQ
can now utilize ScannerVision technology (future
version).
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